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x(i), x(ii) − s?s} (s ≤ x(ii)) . (1)




























(a) EV??? → ??????????????
??? λ????????????? x(ii) ? 1????????????
???? x(i) ? 1???
(b) EV??? → ???????????????????






μ ????????????? x(ii) ? 1 ?????
??????????? x(i) ? 1???
????????????????????????????x(i) → x(ii) ?
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???????????λ = 1/3?μ = 1/240?
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? 4 ??????? N ?????????????
???EV ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????? x(i) = 0???????????????????????
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??????????? δ ??????????(5) ???????????
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? 5 ??????? s????????????? (N = 110)
?????????





























????????????????? μ = 1/240 ?????????????
ρ = 0.9?????????? s???????????? 0.1%???????
??? N∗ (λ) ???????? (? 6)??????????????????
?????????????????? (?????????????????
?)??????????????????N∗ (λ)? λ????????
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???????????????????K ???????? (k = 1, 2 · · · ,K)
???????????
??????????????????N1, N2, · · ·NK ??????????
????????? s??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????*2???????




??????????“??”???? x(i) → x(ii) ????????M/M/1
?????????‘??”???? x(ii) → x(i) ????????M/M/s??
??????????????????????K ?????????????
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K ?????????? k ????????
Rk (i, j) =
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?????????????????? P??k ≤ δ ???? Nk ???????
????
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???????????? 2?????????????????? “?? 1 : ?










αP??1 + (1− α)P??2
s.t. N1 +N2 = N
. (13)
λ = 1/3, μ = 1/240, s = 85?N = 100??????????????????
?? 8???????????α = 0.5??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
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sB ≤ x(ii)B ≤ NB
) (20)
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????????????????μA = μB = μC?sA + sB + sC = ?? ?
???????????????????????????????????
? A,B ????????????????λA = λB?sA = sB ??????
??????????? sC ???????????????????????
????? 10 ????????λ = 1/3?μ = 1/240?sA + sB + sC = 170?
NA = NB = 100?????? rHA = r
H
B = rH ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
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